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A Marxist-Eye
View
Of Conceptual Art

Art, as most of us know it, first found its origins on a
cave wall, etched there by one who presumably was un
satisfied with "real" nature. He felt compelled to present
an abstraction of nature. This singular being took upon
himself the task of rendering an idea about something in
his environment. From the moment at which the man first
considered the idea of creating an image, he became an
artist. From the moment that his peers first grunted in
appreciation, surprise or disgust at his handiwork, the
arti t gained a public. Eventually, all the other cavemen
wanted adornment on the walls of their caves. They
coveted the objects that their talented friend was able to
produce. Jt i interesting to note that the demand for the
product of one man's labor was also the genesis of
materialism; thus resulting in alienation, according to
Marx:
The product of labor is labor which has been
congealed in an object, which has become
material. ... (1)
Since those days, not much has changed. Most artists
are still manufacturing "precious" objects. The public is
still squabbling over which objects are the finest , the most
beautifully crafted, the most valuable. Art with a capital A
is often enshrined in great palaces such as the Louvre or
displayed with reverential care in art galleries.
One aspect of the art business has changed drastically,
however--especially in capitalistic countries. In an earlier,
more innocent age, one man dealt with another directly.
The artist didn't have to deal with his public through the
"middle men" of the art establishment--the money
handlers and appraisers who set the prices for a piece of
art. Like mushrooms in a damp forest, these people have
grown and prospered in the business of handling the art
objects. Museum curators, gallery officials, critics and
scores of other types who have nothing whatever to do
with the making of an object have everything to do with its
public exposure and the determination of its worth.
Most contemporary artists are not as independently
productive as were their primitive forebearers. A large
percentage of them allow themselves to be treated as
children; irresponsible, yet precocious, they tend to leave
financial matters up to their managers or agents. They
have, in effect, become alienated from their product.
A few galleries in New York handle most of the sales of
any size that are transacted there. They consistently
advertise the same group of "big name" artists, they
consistently compete for the reader's attention through
full-page color ads in the art mag glossies.(2) What role
does the artist play in all this? He goes to cocktail parties.
He paints. He agrees to pay his gallery up to thirty-three
percent commission for his work. He becomes a com
modity:

On the basis of political economy itself, we have
shown that the worker sinks to the level of a
commodity and becomes indeed the most
wretched of commodities; that the wretchedness
of the worker is in inverse proportion to the power
and magnitude of his production; that the
necessary result of competition is the accumula
tion of capital in a few hands .... (3)
Within the past few years, however, there has been a
movement underway by some artists who are dissatisfied
with the artist-gallery relationship as it has existed. In
rebellion against the preciousness of art objects, they have
decided to make a kind of art that cannot be marketed.
Theirs is an immediate experience of confrontation rather
than the creation of a useless and static status symbol for
the wealthy to own, or for some musty museum to guard.
These artists refuse to make OBJECTS, instead they make
non-objects , or non-art.
At this point, a question might be posed: "What kind of
artist makes non-art? A non-artist?" Initially, the venture
may sound like an excursion into absurdity, nevertheless,
upon closer examination we find that these artists are
waging a very effective campaign against the BIG BUCKS
system that prevails in the contemporary arts scene.
Under a general heading of conceptual art (as opposed
to abstract-expressionist, neo-realist, cubist, impres
sionist, etc.) there might be listed a category called
"performance" art, sometimes called "process" art.
These are names commonly applied to what the anti-object
artists are doing. Critic Annette Kuhn defines per
formance as:
A physical action which borrows from all
performing media. But the artist-performer is a
visual artist first, not solely a singer, dancer,
actor, writer-reader or musician. A performance
piece does not have a director. The artist himself
conceives, scripts, stages and performs the
piece. (4)
Performance usually takes place in the street, in free
spaces, or in lofts. Admission is rarely charged. The
viewer/audience is not an exclusive group of culture
mongers--a large percentage of them are average citizens
who stumble on the performance inadvertently. Obvious
ly, the whole business is somewhat unprofitable for the
artists. A performance artist might choose to earn capital
by travelling the college lecture circuit, or he may get
stipends for his efforts from such organizations as
universities and museums.
The grandfathers of performance art were the dadaists
in Europe, led by a Rumanian living in Zurich, Switzerland
whose name was Tristan Tzara. Tzara adopted the chil
dren's word "dada" as a symbol of the cynicism and

continued on page 6
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continued from page 5
boudoir or a bier? The piece is a fantasy, but it is
also a fact, because it is there.(8)
But would Marx approve, if he were alive today to see
this thing called performance? If we take a liberty with
Marx ' definition of "commodity", and substitute "art",
the answer becomes clear:
commodity/ art; ... a thing whose qualities enable it
- in one way or another - to satisfy human needs .
The nature of those need ... whether they arise in
the tomach or the imagination, doe not alter the
matter.(9)
In an attempt to construct Marx's attitude toward art in
the twentieth century, Hans Hess writes in Marxism
Today:
What we call a work of art ... was from the outset a
product of labor ... which was intended as the
symbolization of an idea.(11)
So far , so good. But Hess misinterprets Marx when he
states:
The work of art is a material artifact which
operates in r_eality as the embodyment of an
idea.(10)
We have just proved that Marx recognized that a human
being's metaphysical or imaginative needs require
attention, and that a commodity is something that will
satisfy those needs. He does not stipulate that art (or a
commodity) must necessarily be a material artefact which
is the "embodyment of an idea".
Conceptual artists would agree with Marx, disagree
violently with Hess. They would say that the idea itself is
of primary importance; that the object is merely a vehicle
for that idea, and by no means indispensable in the
communication of that idea. In this new art-of-immediacy,
the idea remains intact, not violated by the presence of an
object which may be bought, sold, prostitued.
Hans Hess' stipulation that the material artefact must
exist as proof that art does, is the same conviction held by
the I.R.S. about conceptual art. Strange bedfellows,
admittedly--the bureaucratic officialdom and a Marxist
essayist--however, they seem to be in agreement on one
basic issue: that art is something that must be corporeal.
One performance artist, Lowell Darling, was being
harassed by the l.R.S. He was informed that he might not
legally call himself an artist, or write "artist" on his tax
form blank that asked for "occupation", since he had
never earned a single penny of revenue at his job.
Darling's retort was that anyone who believed himself to
be engaged in art was an artist. His arguments fell on deaf
ears, however, until Art News ran an article proclaiming
Darling to be an artist--at which time the I.R.S. ceased its
campaign against him. The bureaucrats agreed that if an
art glossy called him an artist, then he must, in fact, be

frustration of the age, and advocated a program of
aesthetic anarchy. The dadaists hypothesized that
everyone and everything is art.(5) They broke relations
with the traditionalists when they "de-centralized" art;
when they "de-objectified" it.
As critic Kuhn elaborated on this sub-species of dada
called performance:
A whole new category of artists has arisen. They
need not turn out objects of art. They turn out
themselves. They themselves are the objects
under phy ical scrutiny ... (6)
Another critic, Jon Carroll, extolls the virtues of an art
form that has no extrinsic or superficial value placed upon
it by museum curators/ gallery managers/private col
lectors:
No more curators whispering into tape recorders,
guiding you discreetly through museums. No more
lectures ... on the nature of civilization. Alone with
an ... event created by a quite probably deceptive or
imprecise artist, you have nothing to trust but your
senses. Do you like it? Does it move you? You may
not know much about art, but you know what you
like. We are all experts in ourselves and our
responses, we are all curators in our own
museums.(7)
What kinds of things are these performance artists
creating then, if not objects? That question might be most
clearly answered by example. One of the first, most widely
publicized pieces involved an artist and the artist's wife.
They wrote a letter to the mayor of Carbondale, Illinois,
announcing their intention of preventing the city from
spinning out into outer space by the judicious application
of ten penny nails at the city limits. From their humble
beginnings at Carbondale, they went on to nail down other
cities, in this country and in Europe. Eventually, they even
performed symbolic acupuncture on the city of Los
Angeles.
Colette (no last name) did a performance recently which
was described in the Village Voice:
The room is enormous. Inside the room is a
20-by-20-feet smaller room. The small room is
lined with puckered pink parachutes and pink
satin. Where the fabric isn't billowing and
puckering, there are mirrors. Cut into the raised
floor is a sarcophagus, again lined and draped with
pinkness. Inside the sarcophagus or bed lies a
naked Colette, doing one of her installation
performances. Her nude body is reflected in
various angled mirrors. She lies mostly with her
eyes closed, does nothing for the hours that the
installation is on view. Everything shimmers
mysteriously, pinkly. Is it a womb or a tomb? A
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one. Not to be outdone, Darling is now trying to persuade
the editors of Art News to run a list of thousands of names.
Darling proposed that the magazine run an entire issue of
just names so that all the people listed there could be
" artists" too.(12) That way, proposed Darling, whatever
activities these people happened to be engaged in could be
called art. It naturally follows that there could be no more
exclu ivity among artists as a group. Of course, the
artificail boundaries around art would then disappear!
Disregarding Hess' faulty application of Marxist
doctrine to the visual arts, it is this writer's opinion that
Marx would heartily approve of the avant-garde art
movement called performance. It is the idea that is
important to a work of art, not the object which contains
the idea. Marx said precisely the same thing when he said:
... establishing of thinghood is itself only a sham,
an act contradicting the nature of pure activity, it
has to be cancelled and the thing denied.(13)

FOOTNOTES
1. Freedman, Robert; MARXIST SOCIAL THOUGHT.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 1968, p. 69
2. Eleven hundred dollars is the charge for a full page ad
in Art Forum, according to their advertising department.
3. Freedman, MARXIST SOCIAL THOUGHT p. 68
4. Annette Kuhn, "Why Is Performance Art Different
From All Other Art?" Village Voice (Feb. 1976) pp. 84-89
5. "Dadaism," The American People's Encyclopedia, VI
(1948) , p. 707
6. Kuhn, Village Voice
7. Jon Carroll, "Conceptual Art is Where You Find It"
Village Voice (Dec. 1975) pp. 103-106
8. Kuhn, Village Voice
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The Next Room

Rebecca Lloyd

There is a genius in the next room. l can hear him now,
breathing hard, as he plays with his small blue poodle,
Toby. Toby is a cute dog. He has a sweet blue ribbon
around his neck that matches his fur perfectly. He also has
nine inch pair of black handled scissors imbedded deep
in his forehead, right between his eyes. The genius put the
scissors there. 1 never said that the genius was stable.
Luckily for the genius, Toby is a stuffed animal. Not so
lucky for Toby. He has no defense against the indignities
he has had to suffer at the hands of the genius. The genius
even goes so far as to relate the abuses he puts Toby
through, laughing the whole time like it was some kind of
insidious joke.
But he is a genius; not because of the tortures he puts
Toby through, although some are quite clever, but
because of the poetry. The genius is a poet. As I lay here
now 1 can hear the words streaming from his mouth, each
twisted phrase a pleasure, every spouted word a joy. It's
like this almost every night; first comes the abuse of poor
Toby and then the poetry from the genius, ramming

through the walls. Abuse then poetry, torture then words,
humiliation then inspiration. On a good night you should
hear the noises. Sometimes I just lay here in a cold sweat
listening to the violent struggles within the next room,
anticipating the verbal delicacies which always come as
the genius finds his release. It was on such a night that
Toby's forehead found the scissors. It was on such a night
that I became sure that the poet was a genius.
But lately things have changed. The genius has been
going out to bars. He gets drunk. He stays out late.
Sometimes when he comes home I hear strange footsteps
and I realize that the genius is not alone. On these nights
the noises from the next room are different than on the
nights he has Toby with him. A few giggles and maybe a
low moan or two seep from the next room, but never the
poetry, never the climactic release, never the beauty. I
have visions of Toby, on these nights, shoved into the dark
cJoset, neglected, unused. I also have visions of women
with black handled scissors jutting from their sweaty
foreheads. On nights like these I write my own poetry.

a

Marcia Gebhardt

.8.

.9.

Beta: Mars in opposition

Never were you able to reconciliate (reconcile)
your intentions
(Burning greedily, staring omniscient;
Lost concordances in disdainful griefs)
Half baked, half buried,
Barely watchful.
Conceding guesses erred in their initiality.
Giving way,
Surly, painfully,
Proportions directly involved
In purposeful distinctions
Faring lovely wares.

Eduardo A. Garcia

Jodie Lynn Vuchovich
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Rites
Rite .
Concealments.
If l do not notice you
Plea e become not offended
For the sea on has left me
Far more removed jn
The warmth of its embrace
Than one, 1, could expect.

Eduardo A. Garcia

Jodie Lynn Vuchovicb
- 12 -
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Mount Pilatus,
A woman's breasts heave over roses,
push at her swimsuit, inhales the snow
that bleeds in white down Mount Pilatus,
catching in the lake a thousand feet deep.
We travel here where the languages meet;
polyglot swhirl, Teutonic, Chinese.
Mother hawk their offspring with warnings;
the water might suck their feet
down to ranges where only the dead
and waterweed keep their races
10,000 years before the modern speech
The roses brim like veins where

Dr. E. Bruce Bynum•====

the razor's been too deep. Leaves
drop, the small fleet bobbles,
there's the squadron of sparrows
where the voyeurs seek; fantasies
move in sweet dreams through her meet.
Painting these scenes is an article
of faith, a door into history,
holography of change. Swimmers
heat under the carcinogen star.

II
His belly bells like 3 weeks overdue.
Changing position so the erection
won't show, he arranges his passion
where his trunks net through.
A young girl expands his muscle
by 2. Gnats congress over his bathing suit.

Lucerne, Switzerland
IV
Microbes swim through the universe
of blood, children scream
in a similar tongue,
ro e ignite on stems that plug
the earth' pore ; opened cut, ancient races.
Our Villa' Patio bears
the namecrest Roseheim, then Schonegg
trellised with ivy and rootwork.
The center a sepulcher, stone angels
and fish where the iron dragon
claws into the roof, predating the Romen.
These Swiss immunize against war
and famine, know money, plasma, arrange
the transfusion. A transmigration of souls
no illusion with swans kneading

================================

the turquois water. Down into the seamless
dream I wander, touching the blackgreen,
the nerve of anemone. Letimotifs gather
my awareness, I know the common;
sparrows gamble like soldiers for God
and crumb. I am the bread factory
fit with knives and pockets.
With the ducks' tail twitch I move,
glide through synesthesia.
This is the heartbeat, the wilderness
of mirrors. Identity is a momentary
collision. Atoms, arrivals, coalescence
of decisions binds me to this century.
I drift through the breakfast of Charlemagne,
the thorns of Tivoli. For 6 times ten winters

III

Wine and summer medicate the mind.
A Ladybug spasms on my
Ulysses, her aborted take-off
3 times, still not moved.
Mount Pilatus that magnetized Wager
surrenders into the nimbus a weather baJloon.
Horns spread over the cupping water,
waves breakneck, bend like Yogas.
Childrens' voices feed like arteries.
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I have been a Nun at St. Martins.
A German shepherd leashes with his master
along the Seine, I know Dachau,
Auschwitz, the music of Beethoven.
Violins border the soul for an instant.
Tlte 800th year Festival diamonds
in Lucerne. 1-2-3, 1-2-3,
waltz glazes the air, pulse the summer
confusion. Clouds skull into the Western stare.
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Afterwards

Whatever Happened To
Dorothy Shay?
Archie V. Taylor

The sun's slant
lies long
on the table
including me
in its light
leaf shadows
flicker
like some home movie
across my hands
in conversation
of the same
rhythm
we spoke in earlier
almost audible
moving about our
words
soft-rolled with laughter
I go from chair
to chair
over and again
smiling like baby bear
finding them all
just right.

Susan Zurcher
. 16 .

the record. Then he turned off the record player.
The record was an old 78 RPM. He wiped it several
times with the sleeve of his underwear. Then he inserted
the record in its brown paper sleeve, being careful that the
edges of the record did not protrude where the paper was
split. When at last he was satisfied, he carefully wrapped
the sleeve with wrinkled brown wrapping paper. The final
package was placed in a paper box which was made to look
like wood but now looked like imitation cardboard. There
were six or eight other packages in the box.
The old man looked about the room as if he were
searching for something. He picked up an empty wine
bottle from the litter in the corner, held it to the light, and
then raised it to his mouth. His adam's apple bobbed up
and down two or three times. Then he dropped the bottle
in the corner again.
He looked about as if he were uncertain about what to do
next. Then he went to the small kitchen and searched the
refrigerator, oven, and all the cabinets. He looked at the
vanilla extract bottle. It was empty. Then he went into the
bathroom and looked inside the medicine cabinet. The
alcohol bottle was also empty. Finally he returned to the
bed, sat down on the side, and looked dismayed.
After a time he began to rock back and forth. Then his
left eye began to twitch. He smoothed his white, scraggly
hair with his hand. The hand shook.
Finally he picked up a rumpled white shirt from the
nightstand beside the bed, unsnapped his red suspenders,
and put the shirt on. With the red suspenders snapped
back in place, he picked up a necktie. He was fastidious
with the necktie. He was also patient. He tied and retied it
until he was satisfied with the way he had it tied. It took
him nearly half an hour to get it tied the way he wanted it.
When at last he was satisfied with the necktie, he picked
up an old blue sportcoat from the floor, put it on, and left
the room.

" ... and lured me on ... and lured me on ... and lured me
on... and lured me on ... and lured me on ... " Dorothy Shay
sang endlessly.
The old man lay on the unmade bed with one arm across
his forehead, staring at the broken cobweb dangling from
the cracked plaster over the bed. The other arm was flung
to the side and hung over the side of the bed and rested on
the floor. After a while his hand began to twitch and jerk
and move about on the floor. At last it landed against a
bottle and stopped jerking for a moment and then closed
around the bottle.
The bottle was raised above the edge of the bed and
rested on the mattress. The old man did not move his hand
from across his forehead nor move his position in any way.
Only the one arm with the twitching hand moved. While
the palm held the bottle against the mattress, the thumb
and fingers worked with the cork.
When the cork was finally removed, the old man held
his thumb over the mouth of the bottle and brought the
bottle to his mouth. There was little more than a shot of
whisky in the bottle. the old man removed his thumb and
let the contents flood his mouth. Then he flung the bottle
away. It landed in the corner where it clanged against the
empty cans.
After a while he took his arm from across his forehead,
rubbed his eyes, and turned his face toward the record
player. For a time he looked at it while Dorothy Shay
continued to sing her endless song. Then he sat up on the
side of the bed and held his head in his hands for two or
three minutes. Finally he got up.
He was a tall, thin old man with stooped shoulders and
white, scraggly hair which accentuated his grayish pallor.
He wore dirty khaki pants and red suspenders over his
yellowish one-piece underwear. He wore no shirt.
Tottering, he went to the record player, lifted the tone
arm, and stopped the turntable long enough to remove

continued on page 18
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The neon sign read: RED DOG SALOON. There wa
another sign in the window which stated simply: Whisky.
The old man looked at the signs for a moment and then
went in.
It was a modern barroom, designed to cash-in on the
nostalgia craze. There was a rail across the bottom of the
imitation oak wood bar, and spittoons scattered about, but
there were no barstools. The floor was littered with
imitation oak wood tables. Women dressed in red tights
and red cap with white imitation dog ears hunted among
the table wagging their imitation dog tails behind them.
The bartender wore a green visor, red vest, and white
hirt. Hi leeve were pu hed up and held in place with
brown packing twine.
The old man idled up to the bar and waited for the
bartender to come over. "Whisky," he said, his voice dry
and cracking.
The bartender flicked his eyes over the old man and
turned away.
"Whatever happened to Dorothy Shay?" the old man
asked as the bartender walked away.
The bartender did not answer. After a minute he
brought a shot of whisky and glass of water and set them
in front of the old man.
"Whatever happened to Vern Bruce?" the old man
asked as though he had decided to put the more important
question off until later.
"Vern who?" the bartender asked.
"Vern Bruce, you know, the sanger," the old man said.
"Never heard of him," the bartender said. Then he took
the old man's money and walked away.
The old man held the shot glass between his hands and
stared at the flco1 behind the bar. The boisterous voices of
men, the hysterical laughter of women, the clanging of the
pinball machine, the rattling of the cue sticks, the wailing
of the juke-box, seemed to make no impression on him.
There were three men standing to his left. Two were
arguinJ.
"I bet I can get a date with Candy before you can."
"Aw shit."
"I don't mean taking her to breakfast after work and
taking her home and everything. I mean a real date."
"What the hell do you call a real date?"
"I mean taking her out to a real dinner and taking her
dancing and taking her home and everything."
The old man quit staring at the floor and downed the
shot of whisky. Then he looked at the three men.
Two were leaning against the bar carrying on the
animated argument. The third leaned against the bar and
watched a red-costumed woman. When she approached,
she flashed him a smile. He patted her on the ass as she
went by. She glanced at him over her shoulder but did not
break stride. There was a sign pinned abover her right
breast which said: Candy.
The old man's eyes followed the woman until she picked
up a tray and went away. Then he returned his stare to the
floor behind the bar.

''Whatever happened to Dorothy Shay?'' the old man
asked as the bartender left to get him his second drink of
whisky.
The bartender either did not hear or chose to ignore the
question.
"Whatever happened to Peewee Kang?" the old man
a ked when the bartender brought his second drink.
'' Peewee King?''
"Yeah, Peewee Kang," the old man said.
"How the hell hould I know?" the bartender said and
walked away.
"Dumb on-of-a-bitch," a man aid at the old man'
elbow.
H wa a middle-aged man with crew-cut hair and wore
a black turtleneck sweater. "This goddamn younger
generation has no goddamn respect for any goddamn
thing, you know. It's them goddamn commies. They're
changing every goddamn thing. That goddamn Carter,
he's a goddamn commie. It's time the goddamn people
rise up and start ridding this country of all them goddamn
commies, and ridding this country of all them goddamn
commie lovers, and if anyone starts objecting, why rid this
goddamn country of them too. Don't you agree, Old
Timer?"
The old man turned his head and looked the other man
in the eyes. His left eye began to twitch. Then it filled with
water.
"Hell, Old Timer, what's a few goddamn commies more
or less? This goddamn world is filled with goddamn
commies. What's a few goddamn commies more or less.
Hell, Old Timer! Helli" The man turned and moved away.

walked directly into the path of the oncoming car.
The car braked and swerved and narrowly missing the
old man, stopped in front of him. A teenage boy with long
blond hair rolled the window down and stuck his head out.
Loud rock music came from inside the car.
.
?"
"Why don't you watch where the fuck you ' re ~omg:
the boy said angrily. The girl on the seat bes1ae ~1m
giggled and then began jerking her shoulders and working
her mouth to the rhythm of the music.
In one swift movement, the old man grabbed the boy by
the hair with one hand and yanded, banging the boy's
head against the door post, and hit him in the face_with his
ft t. The girl creamed. The old man yanked again. Then
the boy broke free.
"You goddarnned on-of-a-bitch," the boy screamed.

"I'll kill you!" He tried to get the car door open. Then he
saw the old man's eyes.
The old man's eyes were wide open. The left one
twitched horribly and a steady stream of water ran from it.
The right one was red where all the blood veins showed.
"Let's go," the girl pleaded. "Let's get out of here."
"I'll call the police," the young man vowed as he rolled
up the window. "I'll put the law on yo~." Then the car
took off in a cloud of blue smoke and noise.
The old man continued on and crossed the street. Then
he stopped and leaned against a lamp post. He gazed off
into the darkne s.
"She was the sangenest thang," he_ said in a hoarse
voice and shook his head sadly. "She was the sangenest
thang."

"Whatever happened to Dorothy Shay?" the old man
asked when the bartender brought him his third drink of
whisky.
"Dorothy who?"
"Dorothy Shay, you know, the Park Avenue Hillbilly."
"What the hell's with you, Mister? Why do you keep
asking about all these people, nobody's ever heard of?
Hell, for all I know--What's her name--Dorothy Shay died
and went to Hillbilly Heaven. Hell, how should I know
what happened to all these goddamned people?"
The old man's left eye began to twitch uncontrollably.
Water spilled from the eye and rolled down his cheek. He
shoved away from the bar, turned, and headed for the
door.
"Hey," the bartender said. "Hey, Mister! You owe
me--''
His words were cut short when the old man lurched
through the door.

**********

Jodie Lynn Vuchovich

The old man walked blindly up the street. When he
reached the corner, he looked neither right nor left, but
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Poetic Bughunters
Lyle Short

The Night
Watchman

It' painful being a poet
lying awake after prime-time':".
imagining a late movie where t wm
battle ea mon ters in my sleep
and throw stones at teenagers
slipping in the kitchen
.
on a grease spot from my mmd
while i cook a poison supper
and read labels for their contents

***************************

where have you gone to me
as i talk about spiders and octopuses
aware that i am a police~an .
dressed in my blue poet s uniform
coming down on you like hailstone; .
in the purple sunlight of evening c osmg

*~**************

the stores 1n
. you r head are closed for the day
with only night lights on
. .de
so that you can't commit involuntary su1c1
on the razor of coming darkness
cars, headlights go by
.
like magic devils in moonltght
the memories of cornfields
black on the land
trees and stick weed patches

***********..

we have moved away from ourselve~ d
leaving old clumsy brick houses behm
for kids to break the windows . chills you
it doesn't matter if wind or ram
because you don't live there

Is
Questioned
By
The Police

He raised the straw . .
to shoulder level, pomtmg
it at me,
.
d 'd in a kind of low voice,
an Bogart's,
sat '
like
---1 woul dn 't do that
b' d
if I were you. You do,
and I'll change you into a black rr ....
I ask you,
what could I do?

Jean LaBelle

After A
Robbery

the pest control company is here _e~ly s
as red sunlight comes thru the wm ow
spraying for nonexistant bugs
wishing already to go home for the day

*****

they are working efficiently
f,
d
taking two hours for lunch
reporting back that no bugs were ohun
and they must keep searching fort em.
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peach satin with lace
Hie ticket still on it
it was 1973 in the new
house with winter
parties coming or
so I supposed buying them
tighter hoping
to lose but not what
I did. A closet of dresses
I could be all dressed
up and no place to
I could be the faste t
quick change artist
and never run out
I thes that aren't
inexpen ive like the
house they're often
special custom de igned
strange and hardly used
they've become me sealed up in
plastic squeezed in

Offered By Owner
Lyn Lifshin

to themselves crammed and
slammed behind wood in
the dark you wouldn't
expect this in a house
that seems spare with
glowing wood flowers
if someone wanted them
I've heard of strangers
offering over SO dollars
for a worn used crotch
of a famous poet's panties
One lover said if
I left he'd sell my
douche these clothes
have my smell on them
musk on the hottest
day you can smell fear a
bit of December. Tiny
leather micro minis 1 wore
the year my legs were
tan and skinny you
could always pack them
and burn them like
a wrong mate
you could wear them
for a laugh some
are antiques nearly
Some are untouched as
I was for seven years
and they want to be
too they're poems
useless in a dark note
book wanting to be
danced with wanting to
make you warm
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What Remains
My great-grandmother died on the last day of the year.
Three days later ruy family gathered for a "viewing." I'm
not sure why it is calld a ''viewing.'' All we saw were her
"remains" in a hideously expensive burial tube called a
"casket." It wasn't much of a view; I already knew what
she looked like. She'd looked better before. Sicker
perhaps, but better.
She lived a good and happy life, as far as I know. Some
of the relatives said that she had complained the week
before, that the doctor had given her the wrong medicine.
She must not have been happy then. But, she was happy
most of the time. She had everything that a person could
hope for in an average life. She lived comfortably, had a
nice family, a strong belief in her God, and she was
intelligent for as long as she lived.
Dr. Max Silver said that her life should be an inspiration
to us. He was right. He had never met her as far as I know,
but he was right. He said that she was gone, that there
was nothing we could do for her, and that we should
remember her. I knew her for twenty-one years. I don't
think I would've had to "view" her or sign my name in a
sort of Who's Who of my family to remember her. I
remembered her before I did all that. Maybe it's easier for
some people to remember that way. I don't know.
As I remembered her, I wondered about her. I wondered
if she liked to cook. She hadn't cooked in the last couple of
years, as far as I know. I wondered if she enjoyed sex. She
had six children, one of them being my grandfather. I
wondered if she liked to walk alone in empty fields, or if
she'd just as soon not. None of these things really matter,
but that's how I remembered her. There were a lot of
things about her that didn't matter, but I would like to
have known anyway. I never asked her; I should have
started remembering earlier.
After Dr. Max Silver stopped asking us to remember so
much, my family stood around talking about anything we
could think of besides "caskets" and "remains" and
•'viewing.'' I found out that my aunt (who is really more of
a sister but is still my aunt no matter how I feel about our
relationship) was on vacation each of the last three times
that somebody in my family "died."
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Michael Jarvis

"Don't take any more vacations," said my other, more
gaudy aunt. That's what I expected her to say. What
everyone expected her to say. She was in tears; what else
could she say? I guess she remembered too much. Or too
fast. (I felt a little guilty that I wasn't in tears. I guess I'm
either an emotional eunuch or I just block out "remains/'
and "caskets" and "viewing" when I'm supposed tq be
thinking about them.)
After we talked about our jobs and the New Year and
riding arrangements for tomorrow ("the funeral" Dr.
Silver called tomorrow), the son of the man who owns the
"mortuary" took my family on a tour. I guess he hoped it
would make us feel better. I felt fine until we took the tour.
He showed us another "viewing" room (where another
family was remembering too, as far as I kn.ow), his "casket
room" and his garage. His garage had two "hearses" and
a boat. (I assumed the boat was for "burial" at sea. I don't
know.) The tour was followed by a quick whirl of brush
stroke tears and leisure shit smiles intertwinoo with cold,
hollow dirges of condolence. I'd like to forget them.
Later, my family went out into the crisp, clear January
night. The stars flickered brightly in the sky. I started
remembering again. I wonder if she liked to walk during
crisp, clear January nights and look at the stars and
remember? As far as I know, she did.

-.=..
0
0
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Everything's Arranged
Joseph Barrett
It is late afternoon in the room of grandmother's
g od ghostyou are aloneyou sit in a deep comfortable chairyou are facing the clock of the opposite wall
it is the only soundyou clasp your hands beneath your chin,
you stare at your shoes
waiting for your feelings
to be defined, to become certaina patch of sunlight slides prismatica11y
edged
along the rose petal wallpaperthe house settles, a stair creaksin the china cabinet
poor girls of porcelain
hold up trays of faded pastry
the years of gentle cooking,
the lingering aromas, settle over you
like an eveningyou do not blink an eyea shimmering droplet forms
on the cold lips of the kitchen spigot
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My feet hit the pavement in irregular thumpings. My
ankles feel clumsy, internally gritty. I look down, ahead to
the pavillion beside the water, up. The town clock says six
o'clock; the sky is moon-frosted, uncertain.
It is Friday, the sixteenth of June.
Abruptly I stop running, click the watch back to zero
without checking my time. My chest feels clogged,
congested. I am not out of breath.
I catch up to my mother, half-way around her brisk
half-mile. Ordinarily, she would say, "You didn't make
your circle," but today we walk in silence, crossing the
bridge, cutting across the grass, past the bike racks, to the
car.
The only noise in the little park is barking; our new
Schnauzer pup, chasing a green-headed duck who
swaggers, hardly rushing, toward the water. My father
calls her, snaps the leash, and she nibbles the old Beagle's
leg as they climb onto the back seat.

My father collects the half-empty coffee cup from my
dresser, hesitates in the doorway. "I could boil some lima
beans today. Sam likes lima beans, doesn't he?"
Sam is a vagabond. In April, he said, "I'll be there
sometime in May. I'm all finished. Just a few things to
clear up here."
When I told Papa, he said, "Where is Sam going to
live? Does he have a job?"
"Sam may not come today," I say, moving a book from
one side of the nightstand to the other.
"Maybe we can go fishing tomorrow," Papa says.
•'This is the kind of weather when my brother and I used to
catch enough catfish to feed an army."
My first summer with Sam, we drove in almost every
weekend, and Sam and my father would go to Farmer's
Lake. Sam loved wrestling the huge gray ugly carp. It's
hard for Papa--now that he doesn't see well enough to go
alone.
"Maybe," I tell him, picking up my briefcase, kissing
him on the mouth. "Don't forget to call the realtor."

**********
"We have a report of a car completely engulfed in
flames on Eastbound 1-55 just past the exit ramp from
Southbound 83," the radio says.
"Maybe I should get off at Woodward," I say to Mama.
(I have seen it on television: two Formula I cars, sliding
Monaco's curves into straight lines. The car in front
exploding. Close-up of hands braced on steering wheel.
Twisting. Feet extended like dancer's. Stomping.

That's the way it is: people keep trying, even though it
makes absolutely no difference.
I, too, would be screaming, crying, trying to open the
bent, burning door.)
"That's not us," she says. "We're westbound."
I grew up here, have been living here again for two
years, driving my mother to school, and I still don't know
the directions. There is no lake here to guide me.
The freeway widens, but the traffic thickens and slows.
A red Granada fishtails, screeching, to avoid rear-ending a
blue Pinto in the lane beside us. My mother shuffles her
feet on the rubber mat, makes a sharp intake of breath.
I pass the Woodward Street Exit.
"That two-car accident on Eastbound 55," the radio
says, "the flames are out, but smoke is making visibility
very poor in both directions."
An ambulance flashes by on the berm.
I hold the steering wheel with both hands, wish for a
cigarette, look in both mirrors, check the speedometer;
when the grey Audi ahead shows brake lights, my foot
changes pedals.
There is nothing more I can do.

After my classes, I check my calendar. I put a sign on
my door: "Office Hours Cancelled." I tell the secretary I
may not be back for the faculty meeting. I walk downtown.
For a long tme after my marriage, I was very still.
Then Sam moved in with me. For two years coaxing me
into new rhythms for my body: addictive searchings for my
own athletic music every morning; successive convulsive
graspings of pelvis and groin at night.

**********
Sam hugged Mama the moment they met, moving
forward, engulfing her; they leaned into each other again,
interlocking a mysterious combination of gratitude and
grief.
Sometimes, Sam and Mama stay up after Papa and I go
to bed. She tells him her secrets.
Driving back to Chicago one night, Sam said, "I think I
would have liked your mother's brother, the one who
died."
Mama never talks about him; I don't remember him
well, but when I turned in the seat to look at Sam, I saw
him--bulky, laughing, swirling my mother in a circle,
heard him roaring when she slipped a swear word,
lopsided, into a sentence; imagined them climbing fig
trees, the boy reaching down to the thin girl, or going to
get eggs each morning, the taller, heavier child standing

continued on page 30
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continued .from page 29
"I'm tired of being an orphan," he said. "Why
shouldn't I settle down with you and Mom and Pop?" He
swung a hand up and caught a maple branch. "Why not?"
His voice was light, like the faintly autumn air.
"Sometimes wishing is better than the real thing." I
had never said that to him before.
He turned, looking at me, hi eyes dead dark in his face.
"Fo ter families never had a place for me." And then he
smiled, laughed, hugged me. "You're stuck with me.
You'l1 have to share them."

beside his ister, holding the magic stick that kept the
nakes away.
"Listen, Jean," Sam said on the first of June, "I want to
go to African Liberation Day in D.C., then see some people
in New York. It'll be my first vacation in years."
For four years, Sam' been finishing the book of poem
that' hi thesis, working to save money for his part of the
down payment. "I'll be there no later than the fifteenth."
The people around me blur into swatches of color that I
can see, even when I look up to watery blue sky.

HH=l=H=l=H
I switch to the organ, and my mother and I play through
one of the hymn books. By now I think I am concentrating
well, reading at least a measure ahead, but my left foot
keeps slipping on the pedals. My fingers don't spider well
over the keyboards. Papa doesn't come in to sing, even
when we play his favorite solo. Every half hour he takes
the dogs out.
Finally, he brings brandy for my mother and me, beer in
a styrofoam insulator for him.
We sit, listening to the radio mystery theater; I adjust
the knobs on my old Fisher that's crowding the living
room, waiting for me to move.
The dogs curl up--mirror images, rump to rump, under
the organ bench.
During the last commercial, Papa says that he talked to
the realtor: the asking price is only forty-five, nine. The
old lady will probably take forty or forty-two.
(The house is regal tall and narrow, red brick, steamed
pale, with beige cream, tailored trim, a short black
wrought iron fence; I have loitered in front of it, studying
the wooden shutters in the third floor windows, assigning
spaces to Mama and Papa and Sam and me.)
My glass bumps down unevenly on the table. I am
standing up, choking, shaking my head. "Don't be
upset," I say. "I'm okay. We could go live there,
anyway.''
I am starting up the stairs, hurrying--! did not come
home because I needed them to take care of me--when the
Schnauzer crawls out into the center of the room, her low
burring growl erupting into sharp little barks.
The old dog struggles up, favoring her stiff leg, follows
Mama and Papa through the house. I am joining them at
the back gate before I believe it: the squawking horn of
Sam's old van, loud in the driveway, filling up the night,
making lights dance behind my eyes.

I get off the freeway an exit early, drive to the park. I
watch the swan on her straw nest, snug against the wall of
the duck shelter the boy scouts built last year. She's been
sitting there for five weeks, seldom moving.
I walk my circle on the asphalt path beside the
water--deeper than it looks. I think of the steaming,
blackened LTD, angled into the guard rail this morning.
Suddenly there is a great cavity in my chest, well-defined
strong void, like the water.
For the first time in weeks, I take a deep breath.
I understand.
I have done all I can.
Now there is nothing left but mourning.
I will go away for the weekend. I finish the circle,
dragging my feet a little.
"I'm a jogger," I say out loud. Tomorrow; I think, I will
run in record time. I look at the swan and am slightly less
bereft. When I get to the car, I am far away from tears.

H=l=H=l=HH
After dinner, my mother and I play organ and piano
duets, working up from simple pieces in different keys, no
music--she is trying to make up for the failure of my ear
training classes at the conservatory--through some
popular things, to the ''Dance of the Reed Flutes.''

**********
After our second summer of perpetual round trips, I told
Sam I was coming home for good. "I've been away fifteen
years," I said. "That's long enough." When the
community college offerred me the job, Sam said, "You go
ahead. I'll come as soon as I can."
"You don't want to be saddled with a family," I said.
We were climbing through our favority Forest Preserve.

Minutolo
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Circles
Obsession belies the coals direction fans
~nd wishes them to darkness. Silence
ts a gesture then that reins the haunted
melody that holds the spheres in check: so
that A cannot release B and B cannot
track C to D to E to F ....
Warm brandy flexes the tongue. It tunes
a fire and oftens the walls we lean against
and walls the hadows in their caves: an end
to bug-a-boos. But it cannot resurrect
a god or give an earthworm to wing.
A lapdog ever searches its tail. Do
~ou wonder that I envy the knife
its edge?

Variation On A Theme

Jean LaBelle

By Darwin
Nighttime in the kitchen is different;
there the metal sings sustained odes
to remains of TV dinners,
a faucet's plop keeps time while
the refrigerator hums securely--oblivious
to serious cockroach deftly scouting
its surface, timelessly
searching for sustenance.
It knows what it's doing as it moves,
scaling a watt!rglazed sinkwall then shooting
across vast formica plains,
similar to some ancestral twin eons away.

Untitled
Dragon blossoms dance

C. Roger Wood

in wild morning windstorm
molding the day's mood

Ruth Wildes Schuler
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The Garden
God built glass walls
around a bed
and called it garden:
flowers in green underpants,
warm fur, slippers of sun
pointing out rivers,
a hedge of curtains
holding the world back.
The garden aged,

The garden aged,
crowsfeet around the walls
like snakes,
glass trapping light
and turning into mirrors.
The sun fell down one winter,
God with cracks in his eyes,
the bed, a frosted apple.

Barry Dempster
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Notes On A Wall
1.

Grey in the morning,
Dead on arrival;
Really the bedroom wall
Is kinder than any lover;
Security; a kind of pole-star.

Adam King

A lover or friend that meets
Head on; a kind of large fish;
A blue whale. Who could wish it
More vertical, more male or female?
Who could fail to hallucinate its smile
Like a bodhisattva transcended
And returned with psychotic compassion?
It's my custom to rorschach some
Odd fiture, this omen, some pentagram
From scars and smears it doesn't mean to mean.

2.
But what is there really but light? Light -- as you see it -
In the white light at noon
That hides and blooms bloods, emeralds -- in
Light that seeks out smudges
Like an army from the north corpses -
In light dull as school, that can perch
Flat on the ham of the earth.
That light could colonize
Whatever you hold in a small palm -Light that could map it (the orange, the calm
Stone, shell, a calculator, a friend's toes, or clod of dirt) -
Light can be someone drumming with the flat of a sharp
Serrated knife on a china cup:
Light that can wake you up.
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Though flat, this field's spirit
Bursts and volunteers up like a sea
Anenome; partying under the sky
It glares and bums the eye, to the eye
It seems to disappear. The stirring
Homogenizes heartbeats -- placid
As oxygen electrons in the heat.
Occasionally sitting for years by the window
Turned around by the flat concept
Wall, planar flu sings unstruck as chikari.
A rabbit's body fingers curiously through snow.
Vibrations from grey and sinver trucks
On some road way, way over there
Move ominously over suburban air.

3.
There is nothing here -- no plaster.
There is preserved time, earned
Time between the bed and the weather, hemmed
In mirror tricks and shimmers of doubtful sound.
Walls of sense (like "doors of perception") divide, save, and surround.

Genesis, Etc.
He put everything he owned
in the basket
of a big red balloon.
Seven fingers were severed
to give it freedom.
The balloon was planned
to keep pace with the planets
: unfair.
The planets were racing
around their own hollows.
The balloon was overloaded,
two kinds of every hope.
He was the only one
to hear the explosion.
Dreams fell, like stars,
to nowhere in particular.
Bits of red balloon
stuck to the people's faces,
often confused with sun.

Barry Dempster

Ken St. Clair
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When I stuck a butcher knife
in your new cocktail table,

My,My

(christ) you got sorebut I held my ground

Ballet Boy

in my drunken underwear
arguing blissfully
until you aw it was useless
next morning, the first

Joseph Barrett

jazzy day of fall
you gave me
the cold shoulder

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
***
**
**
**

the ballet was the scene
while the music peaked i sat crying
eeing something of me / a vital part
being lifted like it could break
a gla s doll
with smooth edges
round bumps
i didn 't understand it was nothing like a bad day
but closer to a whole life
i couldn't set it straight
i was inside someone else
nowhere near
from an auditorium darkened i sparkled with tears

I tried everything;
commenting on the changing hills,

Mark Jones

how you could
feel it in the air-

(resigned) I blew on my coffee

Fat Poem

as a bedouin boy
pulled on my sleeve
in a jerusalem cafe
''how you say in american
engleesh ... you...you

My shadow lies back across the floor-
arms wide--like a lover. My belly
hangs around me like another body
and throws its own shadow. My breasts
are stillborn children. They cast
no shadows: peel apart the thin pieces of paper
like layers of skin. The blue veins of words
burrow between them like worms.

lone-i-lee, yes?" with a cigarette

Jean LaBelle

dangling bogart
I hold a bill up
between my trembling fingers
" on the head kid" a ground hog disappears
in the pink hued evening weeds
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Notes From Within
A Sleeping Bag
The return of color to damp tentwalls
is a comfort and a threat
that wakes me unalarmed
and uncommitted to stir
lingering coals to flames
for instant coffee and powdered eggs.
And in case I opt for slumber,
the birds are there:
wisecracking, chiding,
scratching nervous circles
among crumbs left from supper
while cursing my arrogant intrusion.
Burrowing obscenely into the warmth
1 force them out of mind,
then shudder
at calmer accusations by the river.
Sweating, moaning, rolling
across a lumpy nylon floor,
embarrassed and utterly disgusted
1 struggle:
the plastic zipper
will not let me out.

C. Roger Wood
Jodie LynnVuchovicb
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Thoughts of Miami
Jeffrey L. Broyles

The Ohio snow
Seems to blow
Inches thicker, everyday
Round trip tickets end affairs
That have merely blossomed
Yet never bloomed
Ohio waits for my future
There
And yours
I selfishly assumed

My fire burns
Its last ounce of coal
As a spark ignites your name
lt is traced
On winter's canvas
To form a picture, I hold in my hand

I sleep
On a cold park bench
Chilling
Till the touch of your hand
Warms mine
And let the rain rinse
Forgotten thoughts
Of Miami
In the burning sand

The more I stare
The searching starts
And ends in the Miami sand
lt was there
We would talk
mold
Sand castles
Burning still
In my memory
Immortality allows their standing

A

Leafy
Hand
Toss
Into

The
Wind
Like thoughts
Of Miami
And
Wipe

The
Sand
From my burning eyes ....... .
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Crash
Let there be mirrors! someone yelled
there I was
smearing the hall, as if with wallpaper.
Glass
0

fln:

~~i~!utoe ;~
a crowd of image
Reflections richochet,
I keep passing through
myself.
Every square-inch: illusion.

so

Janet Joel Boring

First .Dream Without You
"It's ugly
and three sizes too large," you yank off my coat,
wrap me in yours. "You must learn trust."
Warmer than mine, the coat we share, as we glide
through a drizzling day. Never so comfortable, I walk too fast
You slip out the coat's bottom, melt into the street wet behind me
l'm left in this coat, alone in this ugly thing--three sizes too large and full
of wind.

Janet Joel Boring
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